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111000963854 23/02/2015 Monthly gym membership payment. Monthly gym membership payment. Customer was unhappy 

to receive a letter on the 19/2/15 when it was dated on 5/2/15 

- Debit Finance problem!

Link4Life Fitness and Health Contours Fitness 

Studios 

23/02/2015 Not Upheld Not paid from work so DF unable to collect payment. Charlotte 

contacted DF to assist and was told that customer had insufficient 

funds to cover her monthly DD. Customer advised to make sure 

monthly DD is in the bank ready for collection on contract date

Remove reference to 

'Charlotte'

111000957644 21/01/2015 Complaint re booking system for 

swimming lessons

Customer disappointed with booking system for children's 

swimming lessons. At the end of December daughter, moved 

up into the next class and customer's mother rang from first 

thing on the Monday morning to book her new lessons to 

commence on a Monday. She was unable to get through on 

the phone so drove the four mile journey to speak to a 

receptionist in person. She was informed that only one 

receptionist was available all morning which is the reason the 

telephone was constantly engaged. Once customer's mother 

spoke to her all the Monday lessons had been booked and 

they were left with alternatives that were not as convenient. 

Customer's mother was also informed that if they pay by 

direct debit they get first refusal on the days of the lesson. 

Customer finds this system completely unacceptable. Child is 

now booked on lessons on a Friday which is very difficult 

however customer acknowledges the lessons are excellent so 

they wanted to continue with them.  Customer suggested 

Service should look into the system in place to book lessons.

Link4Life Sport and Leisure Heywood Sports 

Village

22/01/2015 Upheld Apology for lack of Receptionists on morning of visit to re-book 

daughter's swimming lessons.  Mgr made aware of situation 

immediately on arrival at HSV that day and carried out a review 

with the Aquatics team to establish why this happened. One of the 

Receptionists telephoned that morning to advise they were unwell 

and could not come in, better planning should have avoided the 

situation and must be in place at the next re-booking.  Mgr 

explained only one more occasion they will need to operate the 

current system of re-booking every ten weeks. From May Service 

plan to introduce new process that will eliminate the re-booking 

process. The new process will have a number of added benefits 

for both the parent and child, namely swimmers will undertake 

continual assessment against the criteria set out within the 

Swimming Teachers Association framework for learn to swim.; 

:Teachers will now have the ability to report on this progress via 

the use of a portable device on the poolside, providing up to date, 

real time assessments on childs development against the pre-set 

criteria. Parents have ability to view child's progress online by 

registering email details at reception.  :On child's assessment has 

been completed and the move has been recommended by the 

111000971207 26/03/2015 Complaint about flexibility of online 

bookings.

Customer attended spinning class 22/03/2015, however when 

booking in for class before all the spaces had gone ,when she 

mentioned this to instructor they said customers can book in 

from midnight on the Saturday for the following week.  

Customer feels this is unfair for those not up at this time or do 

not have excess at that time of night.  Customer feels it 

should be change how to book on or invest in more bikes to 

accommodate demand.

Link4Life Sport and Leisure Heywood Sports 

Village

26/03/2015 Not Upheld Understand customer’s frustration at not always being able to 

obtain a place on the class, spinning is one of the most popular 

classes.  Re: additional bikes, pass comment onto the site direct.  

Officer is aware there is some restriction re: number of bikes that 

can be used. This is not restricted by the size of the room, but 

more so in terms of storage of the bikes when other classes take 

place in the studio.  It is correct that bookings can be made 7 days 

in advance and in theory at 12.01am people could book online.  

Aware some customers do this, but can assure that this does not 

fill the class up.  Service has considered best time to permit 

bookings when the online system was introduced, if apply an exact 

7 days before, the customers cannot book again until the class 

has finished.   Also want to enable customer to have 24/7 access 

so that bookings can be made at our centres when reception and 

the centres are not open.  Service will continue to monitor the 

through the night bookings, assurance given they don't take a 

large number of spaces up. 

111000957018 26/01/2015 Membership pricing and SKY/TV 

availability at Littleborough Gym

Requesting reduced membership as facilities at Littleborough 

not on par with the other gyms.TV,s at Littleborough hardly 

ever tuned in properly.

Link4Life Fitness and Health Littleborough Sports 

Centre 

26/01/2015 Not Upheld SKY checked on all equipment - no tuning issues/problems found. 

Membership pricing is standard across all the sites.

111000963845 23/02/2015 Toddler Gym Session Toddler Gym Session - area too cold and too big for minimal 

attendance. Nobody to deliver singing and dancing activities, 

coach packed away early

Link4Life Sport and Leisure Littleborough Sports 

Centre 

23/02/2015 Partially Upheld We have no other area to put this session in. Will speak to coach.

111000954095 12/01/2015 Not enough baby changing, parent and 

child parking and poolside cold

Customer advised that there is not enough baby changing, 

parent and child parking and the poolside was cold

Link4Life Sport and Leisure Middleton Arena 15/01/2015 Not Upheld Customer informed that Service have additional baby changing 

which she was not aware of.  Council control parking.   Service will 

review pool side temperature to checks to see if there is an issue. 

111000956301 23/01/2015 Wants sanitizer in the studio Customer has complained that there should be a sanitizer in 

the studio. 

Link4Life Sport and Leisure Middleton Arena 24/01/2015 Upheld Put hand sanitizer in the studio

111000956302 14/01/2015 Wants body pump class put back on. Customer has requested for the body pump class to be 

reinstated. 

Link4Life Sport and Leisure Middleton Arena 24/01/2015 Not Upheld Advised customer this was changed due to poor attendance. This 

will be reviewed in March.



111000952874 06/01/2015 Concerns re swimming baths arranged 

for lessons. 

Writing to complain about the way swimming baths is 

arranged for lessons. There are so many parents who drop 

their children off for lessons and stand in the way and block 

the entire entrance to the baths. Only matter of time before 

someone gets seriously hurt or even worse a child goes 

missing.  Customer is considering cancelling children's 

lessons due to the stress this causes them.  Customer feels 

that something needs to be done to organise this better, as 

this is a high risk and needs to be a top priority. 

Link4Life Sport and Leisure Rochdale Leisure 

Centre 

08/01/2015 Not Upheld Due to several lessons taking place at anyone time, logistics for 

getting the children to and from the changing area does cause 

congestion within the pre-swim shower area.  We ask all parents 

dropping off their children to stay behind the yellow bench to 

minimise congestion within this area.  Staff take the security and 

welfare of the participating children very seriously that is why the 

children are collected by the teacher and returned to their parents 

at the end of the lesson. Any child whose parent is not there would 

then be taken back onto the poolside and supervised until their 

guardian is located.  Memo has been issued to all swim teachers 

to ensure all parents stay beyond the yellow bench whilst in the 

pre-swim area.

111000964259 23/02/2015 Issues with small pool The small pool movable floor broke down just before 

Christmas and was stuck at 1.02 metre. Child became 

distressed and wouldn't let go of swim teacher mum not 

happy as pool floor has only just been fixed 25.02.15 although 

children still attended the lessons. Also lesson time and day 

changed due to unforeseen circumstances with swim teacher 

parent wasn't happy as couldn't do any other day.

Link4Life Sport and Leisure Rochdale Leisure 

Centre 

25/02/2015 Not Upheld Had previously discussed the issues with the parent and officer 

had watched the lesson on the poolside. Parent seemed okay with 

everything they discussed and they came to an agreement  

regarding the remaining lessons which would take place on a 

Wednesday at 4pm. This was arranged but the parent didn't bring 

the children to the lesson and telephoned the Centre on 19.02.15 

saying that the children couldn't attend. A refund was given for the 

remainder of the lessons. Parent not happy with this so wrote a 

letter to Centre manager who as a gesture of goodwill refunded 

the full course for both children.

111000971136 18/03/2015 Not happy with how swimming lesson 

was conducted 

A different swim teacher taught the lesson due to the normal 

teacher being on annual leave. A member of the school 

teaching staff wasn't happy with how the lesson was 

conducted by the stand in teacher as she felt the less 

confident children could have been given swimming aids and 

more attention should have been given to the group as a 

whole and not just the non swimmer. The school head 

teacher wanted to be reassured that the following weeks 

lesson would be back to the usual good standard of support 

and instruction.

Link4Life Sport and Leisure Rochdale Leisure 

Centre 

25/03/2015 Partially Upheld Explained that we were disappointed to hear the school were not 

happy with the quality of the lesson and that all our teachers are 

STA or ASA qualified. As with any business staff members are 

entitled to annual leave, so we endeavour to maintain consistency 

for the swimming lessons but unfortunately annual leave has to be 

covered. The member of staff which taught the lesson is an 

experienced member of the team and wouldn't of intentionally 

caused any distress. However from your comments and reviewing 

CCTV footage we do feel this member of staff requires further 

training.

111000974208 31/03/2015 Incident at swimming lesson RLC Customer’s son started lessons last week, he is 3 yrs old and 

a non-swimmer in the Stanley 1 group.  Customer informed 

by reception there were no swimming hats in stock and 

instructor would loan him one, this never happened and no 

hats again this week.  Customer took her child over to the 

instructor and explained that he didn't have a hat yet but that 

he was in her group.   Instructor advised this was fine and 

that, she would put him one on poolside.    Customer went to 

viewing area and saw her child with another instructor on the 

far side of the pools. Customer assumes what had happened 

was that the Orange hat’s had walked out and her child had 

somehow got mixed up with them and had followed them out 

to the pool side of the large pool thinking they were his group.  

As he had no hat on nobody knew if he was from swimming 

lessons or if he was with parents/carers swimming for leisure.  

Lifeguards on duty had been trying to identify who he was 

with.  When he was re-united with his instructor and the rest 

of the group he still did not have a hat given to him.  

Customer mentioned the incident to receptionist who was 

very nice and said she would pass concerns onto appropriate 

Link4Life Sport and Leisure Rochdale Leisure 

Centre 

04/04/2015 Partially Upheld Assurance that staff take everyone’s comments and suggestions 

very seriously. The hats have been on order for number of weeks 

and supplier advised that Centre should have received them prior 

to this course of lessons commencing, unfortunately this has not 

happened.  Swim teachers do carry spare hats in their swim files 

and should have given customer’s child a hat to wear. Officer will 

address  this wither her swim teachers team at their next meeting.  

Officer understands customer’s concerns that child was allowed to 

wander on poolside unaccompanied by one of the swimming 

teachers, do operate pools with lifeguards. All lifeguards receive 

monthly training and admissions policy is covered in this which is 

why customer’s child was challenged by a lifeguard.     Officer will 

be speaking to the swim teacher directly about this and the 

importance of supervising the children correctly including collecting 

and returning the children during their lesson. The class sizes are 

based on guidelines from the STA - governing body for the 

swimming programme.  Service have tried several different 

approaches to alleviate congestion in the pre swim area during 

picking up and dropping off children the system currently being 

using does work best although it is not ideal.   Officer advised 


